numbered only two DBN-stature men of science-neither of whom had yet made his reputation while a member.3
Yet one ought to be cautious about attributing to all scientific societies the aspirations and norms of the Royal Society, or even of the Manchester Literary and Philosophical Society. The technical, intellectual and cultural uses of science in the Pottery Philosophical Society must be sought in local conditions and examined in local terms. What were the conditions under which the cultivation of natural knowledge seemed desirable to certain segments of an urban, industrial society? What cultural, economic, religious, and social potential did such people see in science? How did they intend a scientific society to answer their local needs? These are the sorts of questions which will inform this examination of the brief career of the Pottery Philosophical Society.
The terms on which people appreciated and participated in natural knowledge were, like any area of culture, subject to the dominant forces and situations which shaped their collective lives. There were three major facts which influenced the conditions of existence in the North Staffordshire Potteries in the early nineteenth centtury. Primary was the earthenware and china industry which, apart from coal mining, was almost the sole local source of wealth for the middle classes. Upon it rested the fortunes of the district and its residents' hopes for future improvement. In general a highly traditional industry, it had been stirred to scientific, technical and artistic innovation largely by one man-Josiah Wedgwood, FRS, FSA (I730-95). The families which owned pot-works constituted the local elite; approximately I 35 such firms were listed in an i813 directory, but at most half a dozen of them had national reputations. Second was the sense of physical and social isolation. Perched on the northern tip of Staffordshire, the Six Towns which constituted the Potteries shared with Wolverhampton, in the extreme south, the distinction of being the county's only industrial centres. Because its staple product was so specialized, and because its industrial character contrasted so strongly with its immediate environs, people of the Potteries tended to feel more isolated than their geographical situation might indicate. Their cultural contacts gravitated tQwards Manchester (about forty miles north) and, to a lesser extent, towards Birmingham (slightly farther to the south). The children of the middle classes in this overwhelmingly non-conforming district were sent for education, if fortunate, to the Scottish universities or to the dissenting academies of Cheshire, South Lancashire or Derbyshire, rather than to Oxford or Cambridge. The Anglican gentry of the outlying area had a markedly different cultural orientation from the manufacturing middle classes of the Potteries. Despising the smoke and squalor of the towns, they took a minimal share in industrial or municipal affairs.
Third was the influence of population and local politics in determining what could or could not be accomplished by collective endeavour in the Potteries. The Six Towns (Hanley, Burslem, Stoke, Tunstall, Longton, and Fenton) were not federated into Stoke-on-Trent until early this century; in the early nineteenth century they amounted to six fiercely independent towns. In i 8oi the Six Towns had a population of roughly 25,000; by I831, over 50,000. The lack of a joint corporate structure was exacerbated by poor transportation between the towns, with the result that what was, in fact, a middling-sized industrial town acted like six small ones. Hanley (and its contiguous village of Shelton) represented the largest entity in 1831 -at i 6,000, about a third of the total. Something of a commercial and cultural centre for the district, its middle-class clientele offered employment to eight surgeons and nine attorneys-a larger number than in any of the other towns.4
While the manufacture of earthenware and china, together with subsidiary industries like the production of glaze colours, yielded up wealth to the successful capitalist, the district offered him little to do with his leisure time, and even less in the way of cultural outlets suitable to his class. He needed a forum for cultural self-expression which would at once reflect his values and identify him as a progressive and enlightened member of the local elite -an organization which would ideally, but not necessarily, do something useful for the economic activities on which the district's livelihood depended. Life in any new manufacturing town was a monotonous one, according 4 By way of local contrast the borough of Newcastle-under-Lyme, just several miles to the west, was of a more genteel character than the heavily industrial Six Towns of the Potteries. Although Newcastle had a population of 4,604 in i8oi, and 8,I92 in 1831, it supported nine attorneys and a like number of surgeons at the later date.
The Pottery Philosophical Society 3I5 to one local commentator perhaps less dreary elsewhere than in the Potteries in which in consequence of our great destitution of innocent recreations, monotonous thoughts, instead of edifying conversation, employ the mind ... Destitute of public walks, or promenades, or public baths, or open fields, and in fact of every public place of resort, we look forward with pleasure to.. lectures and concerts.5 A scientific society was, among other things, a way of filling a dangerous cultural void. But why it was science that was chosen to fill that void, and how science served the function of marginal culture, are complex questions.
On New Year's Eve i 8I9 a meeting of eight Hanley men6 at the home of a local printer resolved 'that a Society should be formed instituted the "Pottery Philosophical Society" . . . for the purpose of propagating and extending useful and scientific knowledge'.7 This small group then solicited the support of about a dozen more potters and professional men and held their first general meeting at a Hanley inn on 20 January i 820. Of this founding group about half were owners of pot-works or manufacturers of glazes, three were nonconforming ministers; there were two medical men (a surgeon and a physician), one printer (who also functioned as a druggist), and one attorney. During the first year of its existence, the Philosophical Society was joined by several more surgeons and potters, but never included more than 25-30 members at a time.
The Society's first Secretary was the attorney, hence the long list of thirtytwo rules adopted at the first general meeting may reflect an outburst of professional enthusiasm as well as a deeply rooted concern among the members for an image of order and respectability. ' cause; and that there must be a Great First Cause-which is God himself. The visible creation may be considered, as intended every moment to present to our view the increasing energies of Him, in whom we live and move.'23 Similarly, the cultivation of science might be of more mundane utility. Question-'Is the science of Geology of real utility?' AnswerThe knowledge of geology is of the greatest use to persons whose interest it is to dig in the earth for springs, for building-stones, coals, or metals; as a proper knowledge of it would direct them in their work, and often save much needless expense of money and labour. It is also of use to every man, as it displays the wonderful and beneficent arrangement of materials for the service of the human race. .. [placing] the minerals in such order as to supply the wants, while they excite and reward the industry of man.24
It is clear from the above and similar statements that the natural theological justification for the pursuit of science was inextricably intertwined with the practical utilitarian argument. Through science God and Mammon might be worshipped at the same altar. The study and propagation of scientific knowledge as the praise of God, as practically useful knowledge, as the cultural self-expression of a progressive industrial class, as an anodyne for temptation and turbulence-all these themes may be observed in the career of the Pottery Philosophical Society.
As the Society began functioning it became apparent that its primary institutional purpose was the provision of adult education suitable for the middle classes of the Potteries. The fortnightly lectures were treated seriously, even earnestly. All lectures were to be given by members of the Society and expenses incurred in their preparation could be defrayed up to the value of io/6d, or more by permission of the Committee. Tables and chairs were bought, 250 tickets for the admission of non-members printed, and a magic lantern ordered for demonstrations. Through the first nine months of i820 members gave lectures illustrating the Society's concern with cultural selfimprovement and with the utilitarian and natural theological functions of science-'The Use and Application of Chemistry to the Arts and Manufactures', 'The History and Advantages of Philosophy', 'The Analysis of Clay', 'The Structure of the Universe'-this last by a Baptist minister intent on proving the plurality of worlds. By July I820 affairs were going on so well that a decision was taken to appoint one of the members as standing lecturer. William Henley, who was probably some sort of practical chemist, was commissioned 'to deliver twelve lectures in each year, and an extra lecture whenever there may be no other member of the Society willing to perform that task.'25 For these services he was to be paid the generous sum of twenty guineas a year. Henley's lectureship did not last long. In June   I82I it was decided that 'in consequence of the depressed state of the Society's finances, it was inexpedient to continue any longer to pay a salary to the standing Lecturer', although the members wished it understood that they remained 'perfectly satisfied' with Henley's performance.26
In addition to this abortive attempt to sustain a professional lectureship, the first year of the Society's existence had witnessed a division of labour within its ranks-one which corresponded to social divisions. Of the twentyfour lectures actually given to meetings of the Society during i 82o, at most one was delivered by a manufacturer. The remainder were the work of a small circle of medical men and ministers. Nine had been given by the paid lecturer, two by a Hanley surgeon ('The Anatomy of the Eye', 'The Nutrition and Renovation of the Human Body'), two by the attorney ('On Light, Heat and Colours'), and the remainder by three nonconforming ministers (e.g., 'On Some of the Presumed Causes and Effects of the General Deluge'). The role of the pottery manufacturers was largely the suggestion of topics for the discussions, many of which intended to relate science to the manufacture of ceramics. Beyond that, the manufacturers served mainly to provide an attentive, locally elite audience for the scientific performances of medical men and ministers. The Pottery Philosophical Society was to prosper as long as the potters saw advantage in listening and the medical men and ministers in performing.
The first Annual Report, read at the Anniversary Dinner and Meeting chaired by Josiah Wedgwood, indicated that the members were well pleased with the Society's proceedings thus far. While calling attention to those interesting and useful Papers with which the Society has been presented ... the Committee at the same time indulges the hope that the objects for which the Society was instituted have been kept steadily in view-that a watchful attention has been paid to the interests of religion and of virtue as well as of Literature and Science.27 doctrines of Science, of elucidating their application to the various arts subservient to our pleasures, or our wants, and of promoting the true interests of Religion and of Virtue.
The Philosophical Society was particularly proud of the lectures delivered by Mr Henley on 'theoretical and practical Chemistry', the utility of which will be apparent to the Society when we state that the whole of the processes adopted in the maniufacture of Earthenware are entirely dependent on the action of Chemical Laws for their successful result....
Many of the other scientific lectures had been given by Leonard James
Abington (I785-i867), a modeller of pots, nonconforming minister and newspaper editor who had come to the Potteries from London several years previously.28 In Abington the impulses of science as natural theology and as useful knowledge were intricately combined. His intellectual interests ranged widely; to the Philosophical Society and to other less formal local audiences he lectured on geology, mineralogy, metallurgy, conchology, entomology, chemistry, astronomy, heraldry, pottery, the chemistry of pottery, Egyptian antiquities, meteorology, and (pausing for a breath) revealed religion.29 His religion was resilient enough to absorb the new geological theories of Hutton and Lyell-and to emerge the stronger. He was, according to his biographer, among the earliest who embraced the startling theories propounded by the modern School of Geologists. While many good and able men trembled for the safety of the Ark of God, and shuddered lest the facts Geology was unfolding should conflict with the Mosaic Record, he looked calmly on, reposing in the assurance that the investigations of Science would strengthen rather than weaken the evidence of its Inspiration. From this steadfast conviction he rnever swerved, and lived to see his fond anticipations fully realized.30
As a lecturer to the Philosophical Society Abington's 'rule was to make himself fully master of his subject' (whatever it was on the occasion), which ability, 'combined with a happy mode of imparting information to others, The Pottery Philosophical Society, it was to be understood, was emphatically not of this kind.33 'All noxious and party questions' had been rigorously excluded, and no paper had been read or topic discussed 'which can by possibility militate against the interest either of religion, of virtue, or of truth.' 31 Ibid., X13. Recognizing that its local elite counted for little in Royal Society terms, the members yet hoped that in the 'Republic of Science' all men might be equal and all might participate on the same terms, to the same utilitarian end. But in the strictly local sense, utility might mean particular utility to the perceived needs of the earthenware and china manufacturers. The continuing patronage of the manufacturers ensured that the attentions of the intellectually active members of the Society would be directed, at least occasionally, to scientific topics of seeming relation to the staple manufacture.
Of the seventy-two men (and one woman) elected to the Pottery Philosophical Society during its entire existence, twenty-four owned pot-works and another eight were directly involved in the manufacture of ceramics. There were nine merchants of other types, eight medical men (only one of whom held an MD at the time of membership), six ministers,35 three attorneys, two gentlemen, and the remainder of miscellaneous occupation or unidentifiable.36 The only printed membership list discovered, that for 34 P.P.S. Minutes (4 January I822).
35 Only one of the ministers was Church of England; he was admitted late in the Society's career and there is no evidence that he ever took part in the Society's proceedings. 36 Identification of these, for the most part, very obscure men has relied on local directories of which the most useful has been Thomas Allbut's Newcastle and Pottery General Commercial Directory, for 1822-3.
Also of value have been Rupert Simms' Bibliotheca Staff ordiensis (Lichfield, 1894) and the collection of local newspapers in the William Salt Library, Stafford. December I 824, reveals a composition roughly similar to the overall figures.37 At that time potters, engravers, modellers and manufacturers of glaze colours made up fifteen of the total of twenty-seven members, with ministers and medical men constituting another five.
Although the medical men were a dominant factor in the Society's scientific proceedings, it is perhaps surprising that the most prestigious group of physicians and surgeons in the district was unrepresented. The nearby North Staffordshire Infirmary was founded in I 802 but none of its resident medical staff ever became members of the Philosophical Society.38 This is a situation totally unlike that of the Manchester Literary and Philosophical Society in which the medical staff of the Manchester Infirmary were prime movers in establishing the Society and were heavily represented in the original membership.39 One would think that the cultural requirements of universityeducated medical men, tending towards the scientific, might have attracted them to the Philosophical Society. But here one must consider both the social standing of the Society and the control of the Infirmary. Since it is evident that Josiah Wedgwood jun., as a leading officer of the North Staffordshire Infirmary, took a very large share in the selection of physicians and surgeons, it is probable that they gravitated to his intellectual circle at Maer Hall (south of Newcastle-under-Lyme) rather than to the lesser society of the Potteries.
However committed the master-potters were to applied science as economically useful knowledge, there is no evidence at all that the Pottery Philosophical Society undertook or supported cooperative scientific research on ceramics, nor that they regarded original research per se to be an integral part of the organization's purpose.40 Science was considered to be of substantial local utility to its audience of ceramic manufacturers even if they only absorbed some general scientific principles, technical information and innovative attitudes. Once the Society had succeeded in creating a certain level of technical awareness and scientific consciousness, the progressive manufacturers might take it from there, encouraging experimentation and innovation in their own works if they were so inclined.
One of the most valuable aids to this creation of technical and scientific awareness was a library. As early as i 82 1 it became evident that the Philosophical Society was employing a substantial portion of its limited resources in subscriptions to a number of scientific periodicals. The Annals of Philosophy was taken until i 824, when it was discontinued in favour of Brewster's Edinburgh Journal of Science. During the course of its existence the Society also took numbers of the Edinburgh Philosophical Journal and the Edinburgh New Philosophical Journal, the Journal of the Royal Institution, Rennie's Field Naturalist, Loudon's Magazine of Natural History, and about eleven other titles. The Society was the sole local source for these journals and they were circulated among the members according to distance from the Society's rooms. Through the I 82 OS there was a distinct decline in subscriptions to technological and 'exact science' periodicals in favour of those dealing primarily with natural history.
Early in i823 it was decided to make an attempt to develop a serious scientific and technical library which might serve the entire trade and professional community of the Potteries. The Society's Committee resolved 'that a Library be established entitled the Literary and Scientific Library from which Novels, Dramatic Writings, and Poetry shall be excluded'.4" From that time on all prospective members of the Philosophical Society had also to become subscribers to the Library at one guinea per year, but persons might subscribe to the Library without becoming members of the Society. In addition, the Society had been making a considerable investment in the purchase of scientific apparatus and natural history objects. A collection of minerals had been bought from Mr Henley, and ten pounds expended for a cabinet to house the collection; twelve guineas had been laid out for an air-pump, five pounds for other apparatus, and an unknown amount for 'an electrical machine'.
In spite of these signs of apparent entrepreneurial energy, the Philosophical Society had already begun losing its momentum and was scraping the bottom of its financial resources scarcely a year and a half after it had been founded. The twenty-four lectures given in I820 dwindled to fifteen in I82I, twelve in i822, eleven in i823, and eight in I824. Division between 41 P.P.S. Minutes (21 January 1823).
performing medical men and ministers and the manufacturers in the audience had produced an effect on morale. The energies and capabilities of the local surgeons and preachers were inadequate to sustain the Society on that plan indefinitely. Technological ambition and aspiration alone, without demonstrable result, was unsatisfactory. Meetings became less frequent and 'conversations' or 'discussions' on topics most commonly suggested by the master-potters took the place of scientific lectures. The discussion topics were often non-scientific and sometimes apparently frivolous-'Will judicial Astrology admit of Defence ?', 'On Ancient Pagan Oracles'-but they were possibly more attractive and entertaining to the membership than the more strictly scientific lectures of the past. Attendance by outsiders was solicited; tickets for a quarter's lectures could be purchased at the bookseller's for three shillings and sixpence.
But by the middle of 1822 it became clear that the Society could no longer maintain its rented rooms; it settled accounts with the landlord and moved into accommodation provided by the British School in Shelton, a number of whose Governors were also members of the Philosophical Society. The use of the British School's rooms was apparently extended gratis and the Society's Library was lodged in the same place. Despite these economy measures the arrears of members' subscriptions was beginning to cause problems. Towards the end of 1825 the financial situation became especially serious (for reasons to be discussed later) and a number of resignations were handed in, including those of medical men, ministers and manufacturers. Josiah Wedgwood now ceased serving even as figure-head President.
The Society met only once in 182642 and on 14 July 1827 a special general meeting was held to reorganize the Philosophical Society along completely different lines. 'Various untoward circumstances having occurred [in the past year and a half] to cramp the operations of the Society', it was nonetheless decided to try to continue. The old rules were suspended and it was resolved to meet only every third week, no longer at the British School, but at the homes of each of the members in rotation. There was, in future, to be no fixed annual subscription but only an assessment equal to each member's share of expenses actually incurred. By the I830s this amounted to only four or five shillings a year. The Society's property was 42 Although the Pottery Mercury of 27 September I826 contains a schedule for a lecture-series in the Society, the Minute-Book does not record that they were delivered. Indeed, entries in the Minute-Book after 1827 are few and uninformative.
3-SS a * gradually either disposed of or returned to the members who had donated it. On this much reduced plan the Philosophical Society continued for several years. Lectures were no longer given, the members now chatting agreeably and scientifically over coffee and port. The social tone of the group remained as high as it ever was; it was during the Society's last years that an Anglican clergyman and a Cambridge-educated landowner were admitted to its ranks. The cultivation of science was now less formal and less rigorous, although, in a sense, not less serious. The circulation of scientific periodicals remained the Society's single most important institutional function, and even expanded during this period. Yet however loose the organization seems to have become, it is clear that the members continued to regard themselves as very important in local terms and still thought of science as an integral element in the cultural self-expression of their class. The Annual Report submitted on 7 January I830, long after the Philosophical Society had contracted to a peripatetic discussion-group, provides the clearest and most forceful summation of the members' image of science and its cultural significance.
Ever since reorganization the Society, so it claimed, had been 'going on prosperously'. 'The conversations ... being conducted in a pleasing, and familiar form, devoid of technicality and pedantry, are at once interesting and amusing'. The Society's technical aspirations had seemingly been replaced by a stronger dose of science as rational amusement, social sermon and class-identification. The subscriptions to scientific periodicals, for example, 'afford to contemplative minds, opportunities for improvement, which has always been the aim and desire of the Society. To say that Societies of this kind are not useful would be to say that simple powers are equivalent to a number of the same powers concentrated and directed to the same object, which all experience teaches us to be absurd.' Science also served to identify progressive elements in society; the seventeenth-century distinction between the Ancients and the Moderns was revived to indicate that the Ancients are always with us: Still, the theological aspect of science as cultural pursuit had to be separately emphasized. 'Our Society,' its Secretary wrote, is not simply to be viewed in a scientific or philosophical point, it also is of considerable moral importance; for altho' religion, as a subject of discourse, is precluded by its rules, it is submitted that the tendency of its conversations have all been to elevate the creature, and, upon proper, and christian, principles, to examine those works which lead us from 'nature up to nature's God.' The remarks I am about to make on our existing institutions do not arise from any want of respect to them, but from a conviction of a want of practical utility to the classes for which I am pleading. The present Philosophical Society is too exclusive in its system, owing to its subscription being perhaps too high; the want of the key-stone in the arch, a good library, and of that fundamental rule which has been found so efficacious in most cases, that the Committee of management shall consist of at least two-thirds working men. The Pottery Library44 is not at all available to the lower classes, and to very few of the middling classes....45
Science as useful knowledge now appeared in a stronger light with reference to the lower classes. An informed artisan class, it was felt, might produce more economic benefit than a scientifically aware entrepreneurial class in the Potteries. This shift in the social locus of the utilitarian justification for science was attended, throughout Britain, by a certain amount of institutional conflict between existing middle-class scientific societies and the newly established Mechanics' Institutes of the i820s and 183os. Advocates of the dissemination of science to the workers regarded the middle-class organizations as the reflection of an idea past its time. The differences between the two types of organizations were pointed out by a mid-century champion of the Mechanics' Institutes: The distinction argued here between science as (at least potential) research and science as a body of facts, principles and attitudes which might be systematically inculcated did not, of course, correspond exactly to the differences between the Pottery Philosophical Society and the proposed Mechanics' Institute. But it is apparent that there was initial conflict between them and that social divisions corresponded to a split in the perceived cultural uses of science. 44 This probably refers to a lending library run by the printer Thomas Allbut which had been founded in the late I790s.
The statement also indicates that the Society'3 library had not achieved a local reputation. As the middle-class projectors of the Pottery Mechanics' Institute viewed the matter, science for the workers might serve two distinct and beneficial purposes; science was practically useful knowledge and science was a suitable anodyne for sensuality and social disruption (both counter-productive tendencies in a smoothly functioning industrial society). Although both these uses of science were also observed in the middle-class Philosophical Society, they were to be given emphasis and a different form in the proposed Mechanics' Institute. Practical utility remained a crucial justification for the cultivation of science, but it was now argued that economic benefit might flow more readily from a scientifically and technically informed working class than from the scientific involvement of its employers. 'The business of no district is more intimately connected with science and art than those pursued here', it was claimed, but it would be 'from the improvement in the minds and habits of the working classes, the muscles and sinews of society, that any real and permanent improvement may be expected in these districts'.47 It was the scientific education of the man at the potter's wheel that would produce profit, not the innocent recreation of the owner of the wheel:
... there is no science of so much value to a Potter as Chemistry; aind yet lhow few of our people are even imperfectly acquainted with it.... Whatever the practical potter may think, it really is a disgrace to him to be ignorant of this science.... An extended knowledge of [chemistry] would enable him to detect any impurities or adulterations in his materials, to reject such as were unfit, and would suggest to him also new and superior combinations ... sparing him the trouble and expense of absurd experiments.48
And so the utilitarian argument for workers' science went-embracing the study of geometry (in order to help them perceive 'that beauty and form are derived from a few geometrical figures') and anatomy (especially useful, it was said, for artists and modellers of pottery). It should be strongly emphasized that it is not a matter of concern here whether such justifications were entirely ingenuous or, indeed, whether workers' science in this form ever amounted to anything of measurable economic benefit to employers. The point at issue is that such arguments did succeed in mobilizing very considerable local support. The power of the concept in the Potteries 47 Pottery Mercury (22 June I 825). 48 'Patriot', letter to the editor of the Pottery Mercury (i2 October 1825). However, it should be realized that that employed 'practical potter' only rarely had significant control over the processes of production in which he was engaged.
probably had very little to do with practical utility in any sense which can now be assessed by the techniques of the economic historian.
Equally as important as the utilitarian justification was a subtle and complex defence of workers' science as social anodyne. In the face of vehement objections that the exposure of the 'simple' classes to the 'French philosophy' of Lavoisier and Laplace would run the risk of importing French social consequences,49 it was concluded that the benefit arising [from scientific education of] workmen will be incalculable,-by improving the intellect, and encouraging thought, it will raise them in the moral scale of society;-by studying the properties of matter, and the laws of nature, it will lead them to reverence their God, on viewing scientifically his wonderful works; and in consequence, by employing the mind that was before spent in frivolity and idleness, it will render them better husbands, fathers, and brothers.50 -and better workers. An industrial order which had a considerable stake in regularity and social stability was receptive to ideas which might tend to reinforce corresponding cultural values and attitudes in its workers.
The prevailing middle-class view was that workers' leisure was almost totally given over to carouse and sensual dissipation which rendered them less fit for the efficient performance of their duties. It was a view which was clearly reflected in the middle-class arguments for workers' science, To extend the knowledge of science [is] the proposed object of Mechanics' Institutes.... Will it not be a source of innocent pleasure ... and an advantage to the public? Will it not tend to lessen their relish for those low and sensual pursuits which most deeply degrade the human character, and are most productive of domestic misery...?51
Mechanics' Institutes would serve to 'extract [workers] from the tavern, the prize-ring, and the cock-pit'. Properly managed, with library books carefully selected, there was no danger that they 'will be converted into political fraternities for the nourishment and propagation of radicalism'. By close 49 The argument was not that the new French science was false but that it might lend itself to pernicious social metaphors. A very perceptive letter-writer observed that 'Knowledge, as it respects vice and virtue, is neutral, and . . . it depends on the quality of the ground on which it is thrown, whether it nourishes the wholesome fruit or concocts the deadly poison'. ('Caveat', in the Pottery Mercury, I2 October I825.) 50 'A Mechanic', letter to the editor of the Pottery Mercury (13 July 1825). The writer was not necessarily in fact a 'mechanic'; middle-class advocates of the Institutes frequently adopted this guise to make their arguments weightier. Obviously, at least some of them decided that it would in fact be beneficial. Very soon, medical men and ministers who had been active members of the Philosophical Society began to deliver scientific lectures at the Mechanics' Institute.58 The audience at the new organization was bigger and, paradoxically, more prestigious (see note 46); the resources were more extensive, the rewards more generous-the early lecturers were paid, although it is not known how much. By I826 lectures were no longer given at the Philosophical Society at all and, while the Mechanics' Institute flourished, irrevocable decline had begun in the forum for middle-class science in the Potteries.
The failure of the Pottery Philosophical Society was a failure in its own terms, of its own ambitions. It is essentially uninteresting to distribute praise and blame according to latter-day standards of the scientific community or of scientific 'professionalism' and such has not been the purpose of this case-study. The aim has rather been to use the strikingly candid records of the Society to illuminate certain locally-shared images of science and of what might be accomplished through science. There ought to be no defensiveness about the historical importance of such contemporary images of science; they may be at least as significant for the understanding of the as progressive, anti-authoritarian, egalitarian, empirical, down-to-earth, and common-sensical, it was their form of culture-the chosen cultural vehicle of the makers of the new socio-economic order and their minions. The dream of applying science to industry was in very many cases just thatthe reflection of men's hopes that their elected entree into literate culture could be given greater meaning by its utility to their primary economic activity.
But the anti-elitist and change-affirming aspects of science were thoroughly tempered by a local context in which participants in culture, of any sort, strove to demarcate themselves from both their uncouth fellows and from the lower orders of their society. Science was not only the symbol which distinguished many progressive industrialists in Britain, it also distinguished them from the great majority of their local colleagues and associates who had no literate culture. And, as the rhetoric attached to the founding of the Mechanics' Institutes demonstrates, many people were aware that the change-affirming, anti-authoritarian aspects of science might go too far, especially as they threatened to cross the lower boundaries of the industrial middle-class. The affirmation of respectability, order and theological purity therefore came to be a strong component of the Philosophical Society's propaganda.
The utility of science has to be pried loose from its purely economic associations and must be seen as a far more diffuse and vital concept. Interpenetrating and connecting the spheres of psychology, theology, class, and the political, social and economic orders, utility emerges as the shifting fulcrum upon which the disparate cultural functions of science were delicately balanced.
